Wonderful Widgets!

Carnverge 2019
Introductions & Stuff

Take the piece of tin foil & create a foil sculpture (aka. Freebirds) that represents your summer so far.

#CARNVERGE 19
How Do We Learn?
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How Do We Learn on a Device?
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How Can We Get Students “doing” More in Canvas?

Welcome to the wonderful world of widgets!
The possibilities are endless with H5P widgets. Designers simply need to think about how they want students engaging with content and then use H5P widgets embedded in Canvas to bring any lesson to life!
Adding H5P to Your Canvas Account

This is an “admin” level addition, but once it is added as an app, you will be able to embed widgets directly on content pages.
Resources & Links

H5P apps
Canvas integration
THANK YOU FOR COMING TO THE SHOW!
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